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CONNECTING ON THE FIRST DAY
If you need to contact the DaVita Tour Team
on the first day or throughout the Tour, call

1-877-BIKE-DVA (245-3382).

DAY 1
Saturday, September 21

Arrive between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. at Harrisburg
International Airport (airport code: MDT;
www.flyhia.com). When you arrive, follow signs to
baggage claim where a DaVita Red Shirt will be waiting to
help you board a private shuttle to our campground,
located about 30 miles northeast of Harrisburg in
Lebanon, Pennsylvania. It should take about 45 minutes
from the time your flight lands for you to collect your
luggage, check in with the Red Shirts and board the
shuttle. Shuttles depart every hour on the hour 9 a.m.–9
p.m.

LATE TO THE TRIP START? See “Arriving &
Departing” for more information.

SHUTTLE TO LEBANON VALLEY EXPO CENTER 45
Minutes

Welcome, Tour DaVita riders! After meeting at the airport,
we shuttle to our campground, Lebanon Valley Expo
Center, which will be the site of the DaVita Village for the
duration of the Tour. Set on 70 acres, this property also
has 75,000 square feet of indoor space, making it a
perfect place to call home for this year's Ride of a
Lifetime.

Upon arrival, check in at registration and get settled into
your campsite. Then the Backroads Tour Team fits your
bike so you'll be ready to ride tomorrow morning. If you
have extra time before dinner, feel free to stroll the
grounds, stop by the DaVita Store to pick up last-minute
sundries, and perhaps join in with the Red Shirts to help
greet your fellow riders as they arrive.

This evening, enjoy refreshments with your teammates
before we come together for a special welcome dinner

and program. Soak in the contagious Tour DaVita energy—
and also be sure to get plenty of rest for your first big day
of riding! Campground: Lebanon Valley Expo Center

DAY 2
Sunday, September 22

HORSES, CREEKS & FARMS ROUTE 54 Miles (2,800'
elevation gain)

Ready to ride? A picturesque loop ride from the
campground kicks off this year's Tour. Fuel up over
breakfast, then set out on the rolling back roads of rural
Lebanon County.

Pass by grain, dairy and horse farms, many of which have
been placed in agricultural preservation. Rural churches,
orchards and frequent encounters with "the Swatties"—
Swatara Creek and Little Swatara Creek—make for scenic
riding.

This afternoon, loop back to camp where the DaVita
Village is buzzing with energy. Grab a bite, a drink and a
seat at the finish line to welcome your teammates home.
Tonight you can look forward to a delicious DaVita feast
and an inspiring welcome program after dinner.
Campground: Lebanon Valley Expo Center

http://www.flyhia.com/


DAY 3
Monday, September 23

LANCASTER COUNTY LOLLIPOP ROUTE
Basic Option: 65 Miles (3,000' elevation gain)
Long Option: 100 Miles (4,500' elevation gain)

Gear up for today's riding options that will leave you
feeling accomplished at day's end! Choose to complete a
100-kilometer metric century or a full 100-mile century on
today's routes. From the campground we head into the
heart of Lancaster County where traditional Mennonite
and Amish lifestyles have been preserved for generations.
Spot one-room schoolhouses, farmers tending fields by
hand and horse-drawn buggies as you pass through
bucolic farmland and over several historic covered
bridges.

DaVita Village life is in full swing when you return to camp.
Enjoy a well-deserved massage and hot shower before
tonight's program. Campground: Lebanon Valley Expo
Center

DAY 4
Tuesday, September 23

BUGGIES, SILOS & SPIRES ROUTE 54 Miles (2,700'
elevation gain)

A final loop today takes us through a historic area of the
Lebanon Valley where Swiss-Germanic traditions still reign
and working farms have been operating for up to 200
years! The route passes through Middle Creek Wildlife 
Management Area, which allows us to pedal through a 
waterfowl refuge, and a climb up to the ridgeline offers 
beautiful views of the Blue Mountains to the north and 
silos dotting the valley landscape below.

Soak in the tranquil setting and beautiful landscape as you
pedal your way back to the finish line where high-fives,
tasty treats and cold drinks await!

Tonight we celebrate a remarkable journey by sharing
stories of our favorite Tour moments over another
delicious meal, followed by a festive finale program.
Campground: Lebanon Valley Expo Center

DAY 5
Wednesday, September 25

SHUTTLE TO THE HARRISBURG AIRPORT 45 Minutes

Enjoy the company of your DaVita teammates over
breakfast before we say our goodbyes and board private
shuttles to the Harrisburg airport.
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WHO IS THE TOUR TEAM?
The Tour Team includes your very own teammates!
They are directors, managers and teammates from
the Wisdom team and elsewhere around the Village

who donate their time and energy to make your
Tour DaVita experience the very best it can be.

The Tour Team also includes our Backroads
partners, the biking and camping experts. The Tour

Team arrives at our campground before you get
there and stays behind after you depart. They set

up your campsite, the stages, big tents, dinner
tables and decorations, and are the magic behind

the creation of our Village!
Their reward is getting to see you enjoy yourself, get

what you need and truly experience the
Ride of a Lifetime.

One for All!

TRIP ACCOMMODATIONS
Campground

Lebanon Valley Expo Center

Lebanon, Pennsylvania
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ARRIVING & DEPARTING
Note: This year you will be asked to sign your
release form upon arrival, rather than return your
form prior to the trip start.

Meeting Time & Location
Arrive between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. at Harrisburg
International Airport (airport code: MDT;
www.flyhia.com). When you arrive, follow signs to
baggage claim where a DaVita Red Shirt will be waiting to
help you board a private shuttle to our campground,
located about 30 miles northeast of Harrisburg in
Lebanon, Pennsylvania. It should take about 45 minutes
from the time your flight lands for you to collect your
luggage, check in with the Red Shirts and board the
shuttle. Shuttles depart every hour on the hour 9 a.m.–9
p.m.

Please update your online rider registration
(TourDaVita.org) with your expected arrival time so we
can ensure there is space in the shuttle for you. If you
absolutely cannot arrive before 9 p.m., email
info@tourdavita.org for assistance arranging your
travel to the first campground. Check back for updates
to the shuttle schedule at TourDaVita.org under "Ride
Details" on the "About the Tour" page.

Driving to the Trip Start
If you drive to the trip start, you can park your car at our
campground, the Lebanon Valley Expo Center, free of
charge for the duration of the Tour.

Arriving Late to the Trip Start?
If you need to contact the DaVita Tour Team on arrival day
regarding delays, please call 1-877-BIKE-DVA (245-3382).

Conclusion of the Trip
At the conclusion of the Tour, shuttles will be provided to
the Harrisburg International Airport (a 45-minute trip),
leaving our campground in Lebanon between 4 a.m. and 9
a.m. Please book your flight no earlier than 7 a.m. If you
are extending your stay in Harrisburg, ground
transportation is available to downtown from the airport.
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DURING YOUR TRIP
Backroads Tour Team
Each of your Backroads Tour Team members plays many
roles during your trip: guide, host, caretaker, camping
expert, bike mechanic, troubleshooter. During Tour
DaVita, they'll do everything from supporting you on bikes
and in the van to setting up sleeping tents and ferrying
luggage. These remarkable individuals have highly
developed instincts for making people comfortable,
expertly handling the logistics of travel, and successfully
navigating a wide range of unexpected situations. They're
passionately committed to ensuring you enjoy an
exceptional trip—smooth, flexible and tailored to your
needs.

Service Opportunities

Ride Hosts/Domestiques

Are you an experienced cyclist? Would you like to
volunteer to ride part of the Tour in service to others? If
so, you might consider signing on to be a Tour DaVita
Domestique! In the world of bike racing, the term
domestique (French for "servant") refers to the racers
who work for their team in order to advance their team
leader. For this year's Tour DaVita, we are looking for
cyclists to "ride the line," stopping to help other riders as
needed. You'd share half-day shifts with three to four
others and, while on duty, get to sport a snazzy vest that
distinguishes you as the expert rider you are.

If you're interested, please check the Tour website
(TourDaVita.org) for more information. You may contact
Tim Brown (timothy.brown@davita.com) with further
questions.

Day 1 Village Service Day

At DaVita, we believe in leaving a place better than we
found it. Today our teammates will have an opportunity to
give back to the local community by lending a hand at a
Village Service Day project. Keep an eye out for details
coming over email. 

Meals
All meals are included in the trip. We have noted those
who have indicated special dietary requirements and we

will do our best to accommodate them.

Tents & Sleeping Essentials
Our roomy dome tents accommodate two adults
comfortably. Sleeping bag, sleep sheet and an extra-thick
inflatable sleeping pad are all provided.

Pillows are not supplied, so please bring your own. It
should be small enough to fit into your packed luggage.
Compressible camping pillows work well. Another good
option is to make a pillow by stuffing a fleece sweater or
two inside a pillowcase or stuff sack—not only will you have
less to pack, but that warm layer you'll want first thing in
the morning will be within easy reach! 

Showers & Towels
Hot showers and toilets are available at our campground.
Shower shoes are recommended. Remember to pack
your own bath and hand towels, as they will not be
provided. In lieu of traditional towels, we recommend
packing two to three chamois towels instead. They're
made of synthetic material that dries quickly and are less
bulky in your luggage.

Lost Luggage
On any flight, there is the possibility of lost luggage. It's a
great idea to take a small carry-on bag with enough
clothing and supplies to last a day or two. Also be sure to
bring with you any personal gear you deem indispensable
on the trip. This way, in the event of lost luggage you
won't have to spend time replacing essential items and
miss activities while you wait for your bags to catch up.
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Please note that Backroads does not assume
responsibility for any luggage lost or damaged during your
trip.

Staying Comfortable: FAQs
Please note that all Backroads bikes include a helmet,
bike bag (so you can carry a rain jacket, camera and
snacks), water bottles and route directions. A pump,
patch kit, spare tubes and gel seats are available if you'd
like them. 

Q: How do I prevent soreness while bicycling?

A : Think padding! Padded shorts make sitting on the
bicycle seat a lot more comfortable, and padded
bicycling gloves help prevent blisters and hand numbness.

Q: Should I buy a pair of biking shoes for my trip?

A : Rigid shoes maximize the power of your pedaling
stroke, but there's really no need to purchase a pair of
biking shoes just for this trip. Any athletic shoes—
provided they have stiff soles—will be sufficient.

Q: It's not really going to rain during the trip, is
i t ?

A : Well, it just might! Rain is possible no matter where you
travel. Your best bet for staying comfortable during a
shower is to wear quality rain gear that is both
waterproof and breathable.

Q : Does wearing layers really make a difference?

A :  Yes! The trick for staying comfortable in fluctuating
temperatures is to wear three basic non-cotton layers of
lightweight clothing: innerwear (to wick moisture away
from your skin), insulating garments (for warmth) and
outerwear (to protect against wind or rain). The different
layers let you add or remove clothing in response to
changes in the weather or your internal temperature. 

Q: What if I  get lost?

A :  If you feel that you're lost, look at your directions (a
map and directions will be provided to you for each day's
ride) and go back to the last spot where you're confident
that you were on the route. Continue on from there, wait
until another rider or a Backroads Tour Team member
comes by, or call the Backroads emergency number: 1-
267-BCKRDS1 (225-7371).

Q: What if I can't ride the whole distance?

A : Due to the increased number of riders, you will be
expected to ride to one of the rest stops or the lunch
stop for a shuttle to the next campground if you cannot
complete the entire distance. The Backroads Tour Team
will be doing its best to support all the DaVita riders so
pickups along the route are not possible except in the
case of an emergency. Rest stops will be placed at
approximately every 15–18 miles, and lunch will be at 35–
45 miles.

Q: What if something happens to me along the
route?

A : We will be out on the route each day in vans and on
bikes to provide support. The team will be able to help
you with mechanical bike problems, such as flat tires, and
other issues you may encounter. Backroads vans will also
be available at rest and lunch stops throughout the trip.

Q: What day can I wear my own bike jersey? 

A :  You can wear a jersey of your choice on Day 3, the
second day of riding. You will be provided with a DaVita
bike jersey at registration, which you can wear on the first
and last days of riding (we'll wash it for you in between).

Visit TourDaVita.org/faq for more FAQs.

Electronics & Other Valuables
It is best to leave valuables at home. If you must bring
valuables on the trip, please understand that they are
100% your responsibility, regardless of what anyone
(including Tour Team members) might tell you. Keep them
with you at all times. Cash and jewelry are especially
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important to keep in your possession. It is not safe to
leave valuables in Backroads vans; while not common,
break-ins do happen. You can store your valuables in a
bike bag that can be detached and taken with you when
you are not biking. Please note that our bike bags
are water-resistant but not waterproof. Be sure to
protect your valuables from the elements accordingly.

Although we will transport your valuables during your trip
as a convenience, we do not assume responsibility for any
damage or loss. This policy applies to personal
electronics as well as other items such as luggage, jewelry,
and fragile and delicate accessories.

Climate
September in Pennsylvania can be sunny and quite
comfortable with temperatures generally in the mid-70s.
But it's important to keep in mind that this area is green
for a reason! Rain is always possible here, so be sure to
pack high-quality waterproof and breathable rain gear.
You'll also want to bring along warm layers and a jacket as
temperatures can cool off in late September, particularly
in the mornings and at night.

Lebanon

Average: Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
High °F 36 40 49 62 71 80
Low °F 20 22 29 39 48 58
Precip.
Inches 3.0 2.7 3.4 3.7 4.1 4.1

Average: Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
High °F 84 82 75 64 52 40
Low °F 62 61 53 42 33 25
Precip.
Inches 4.6 3.6 3.9 3.5 3.5 3.4

GETTING ACTIVE FOR YOUR
TRIP
Terrain
The biking routes on the Tour follow rolling terrain along
lightly trafficked country roads. Although our routes are
designed to avoid major climbs as much as possible, we
will encounter moderate hills each day.

Conditioning Tips

Before your trip, we suggest biking regularly and hitting a
few hills whenever you can. You should feel comfortable
riding 60–80 miles each day of the Tour DaVita ride. You
will be expected to ride to one of the rest stops or the
lunch stop for a shuttle to the next campground if you
cannot complete the entire distance. But mostly, just
show up and have fun!

Cadence & Gearing

The steady rate at which you pedal is called “cadence.”
Ideally you should try to maintain a constant high cadence
in any gear. This technique not only lets you bike for longer
periods without tiring, but also puts less strain on your
knees. Shifting to lower gears when riding up hills will help
you maintain the same cadence you established on more
level terrain and get you up the hills without overextending
yourself. Using lower gears also helps you to be more
efficient when riding against the wind.
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Pacing & Endurance

It's important to pace yourself throughout the day, so
you have the stamina to ride or walk as far and as long as
you'd like. Keep your energy level constant by eating high-
energy snacks (the Tour Team will have plenty on hand).
Drink fluids often—before you are thirsty—to avoid
dehydration.

The routes on this trip are rated Levels 3–5.

Resources
One book we recommend is The Bicycling Big Book of
Cycling for Beginners by Tori Bortman. It offers valuable
advice for new cyclists, from choosing the proper clothing
to basic riding and etiquette skills. To order a copy, visit
bit.ly/BicyclingBigBook.

Visit Bicycling magazine's website at bicycling.com to
browse for tips on how to improve your technique—as well
as advice on nutrition, gear and safety, and basic bike
maintenance.

Your local outdoor store can be an excellent resource
too; ask to speak with an experienced employee.

BIKING SAFETY & GEAR
Rules of Biking Safety
Good judgment and alertness are the most important
factors for safe bicycling. Follow these rules at all times to
ensure your safety and the safety of those around you.

•   Wear a helmet. Bicycling without a helmet is
extremely dangerous. Backroads requires that
all guests wear helmets while biking.

•   For your safety, biking after dark is not
allowed on Tour DaVita. You may be asked to
shuttle back to camp when we feel that there
isn't enough light to safely continue riding.
Note: There's a strict cut-off time for
Monday's century option to ensure that all
riders arrive to camp before nightfall.

•   Ride predictably, defensively and in a straight line.

•   When biking with others, ride single file and maintain
several bike lengths between cyclists. Allow more
distance when riding downhill.

•   Do not use headphones while biking; you might not
hear traffic coming up behind you.

•   Be as courteous to motorists as you would like them
to be to you, and get completely off the road when
you stop.

•   Keep your speed under control on downhills. Use
both brakes simultaneously, but be aware that the
front brake is more powerful than the rear. Gently
pump your brakes on long descents for maximum
effectiveness. Check brakes frequently to make sure
nothing is loose or dangling.

•   Wet slippery roads require extra caution and greater
stopping distance—especially on downhills. Wet brakes
must be dried by pumping before they have an effect,
so start braking early in damp weather.

•   When riding on sand or gravel, downshift into low
gear to spin your pedals faster while still going slowly.
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•   Obey all traffic regulations. Stop at all stop signs and
red lights, yield the right-of-way and use hand signals
when turning, slowing down or stopping. Ride on the
right side of the road, at a safe distance from traffic.

•   Do not ride too close to the bike in front of you;
keeping several bike lengths between you and the bike
ahead gives you more time to brake or go around
obstacles.

•   Be cautious around road obstacles. It is safest to
dismount and walk your bike across railroad tracks
and cattle guards. If you decide to bike across them,
do so at right angles. Avoid potholes, metal grates,
glass, rocks and thorns. Ride at a safe distance from
parked cars and watch for vehicles pulling out and/or
doors opening in your path.

•   You must yield the right-of-way to pedestrians. Do
not ride on sidewalks.

•   When making a left turn, it is safest to pull off the
road, dismount, look both ways for traffic and then
walk your bike across the road. Never follow other
riders when turning without confirming for yourself
that it is safe to do so.

•   Listen carefully for approaching motorists. (Look
over your shoulder only if you can do so without
swerving.)

•   If a dog chases you and you are not able to ride
away quickly, stop your bike and walk out of the dog's
territory, keeping the bike between you and the
animal.

•   Wear appropriate clothing for bicycling. Brightly
colored clothes make you more visible to motorists.
Double-tie shoelaces and tuck them inside your
shoes.

•   You should wear corrective lenses while bicycling if
you use them while driving.

Bringing Your Own Gear
Backroads provides everything you'll need to participate
in the activities on this trip. If you'd prefer to have your
own pedals, helmet or seat, feel free to bring these along.

Your own gear can help to make your time on the bike as
comfortable as possible, especially if you're someone
who likes to log a lot of miles. Your Backroads Tour Team
members will be happy to put on your pedals and seat for
you at the beginning of the trip.

Bike Equipment
The following items are included with all Backroads
titanium bikes. Backroads Tour Team members also have
full tool kits on hand and are available to do mechanical
repairs.

•   Bike helmet

•   Two water bottles

•   Safety triangle

•   Tube and patch kit with tire levers

•   Pedals (with toe clips/straps, if requested)

•   Rear rack and trunk bag

•   Map case

•   Wide range of gears

If you are bringing your own bike and are comfortable
doing minor on-the-road adjustments, you may want to
bring a multi-tool. If your bike is highly specialized, bring
any tools—and extra spokes and tubes!—that are specific
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to your bike. Use the above list as a guide for
recommended equipment if you are bringing your own
bike.

Bringing Your Own Bike
If you plan to bring your own bike, it should be tuned and
in excellent mechanical condition and ready to ride
before the trip starts. Otherwise, you are welcome to use
a Backroads bike. If your bike is new, ride it at least 50
miles (to break it in) and then have it adjusted by a
professional mechanic. Please bring only one bike per
person.

The following items on your bike should be properly
adjusted and in good condition: brakes and brake pads;
the headset, pedals, cranks and hubs; gears; derailleurs;
handlebars; tires and tubes; brake and derailleur cables;
and the chain. Make sure the bike is well lubricated, the
wheels are true, and the seat, seatpost and handlebars
are adjusted and tight.

Shipping Your Bike

If you'll be riding your own bike on the Tour, a stress-free
option is to ship your bike in advance to our partner bike
shop in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Lancaster Velo can
receive and assemble your bike before the Tour, and
disassemble, box and ship it home at the end. Total cost
for both services is $120.

Please note that it is also possible to only have them
assemble your bike ($75), or only have them disassemble,
box and ship your bike ($65).

Before shipping your bike, call the shop directly (717-598-
4101) and let them know you're a Tour DaVita rider; their
staff will arrange receipt of your shipment and ask you to
pay for their services by credit card over the phone.

Note: You must provide a pre‐paid shipping label if you're
having your bike shipped after the ride. You can obtain a
pre‐paid shipping label by going to your local UPS, or you
can look into shipping it via BikeFlights
(bikeflights.com). The bike shop does not assume any
liability for the shipment of bikes; it's recommended to
review the damage liability policies of your chosen
shipping provider.

IMPORTANT: Your bike must arrive at Lancaster Velo no
later than Friday, September 13, so that it can be
assembled and ready for Backroads to collect in time for

the Tour. The earlier they receive it, the better! Please be
sure to clearly mark the outside of the box with your
name and "Tour DaVita." You are responsible for
contacting Lancaster Velo to confirm that they have
received your bike in the time frame described.

Lancaster Velo
134 South Centerville Road
Lancaster, PA 17603
717-598-4101
www.lancastervelo.com

After the Tour, you can expect your bike to be shipped
back from Lancaster Velo by October 1, arriving a few
days later. Please indicate in your online rider registration
(TourDaVita.org) if you are bringing your own bike and if
you will be shipping it to Lancaster Velo. For instructions
on boxing your bike for shipping, see the following
information. If you have any questions about shipping your
bike, email info@tourdavita.org.

Traveling With Your Bike

If you want to carry your bike with you to the start of the
Tour and will be traveling by plane, train or bus, find out if
there are any special requirements for transporting a bike.
Most airlines require that bikes be partially disassembled
and boxed. (There is also typically an oversize luggage
fee.) You should check on the airline's policy before
booking your flight, and if at all possible, have your
reservations agent make note of your bicycle in your
reservation.

You can obtain a bike box from a bike shop or from most
airlines. Larger boxes, such as those obtained from
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airlines, will help you avoid disassembling your bike more
than necessary, and most bike shops will box your bike for
a fee.

Be prepared to build your own bike when you arrive at
camp; you will need to bring any tools and gear that are
specific to your bike. Be sure you're familiar with how to
unpack it and assemble it yourself. There will be a few bike
mechanics on site to assist with major issues.

Please provide the following information on your online
rider registration at TourDaVita.org:

•   How you are traveling (by plane, car, etc.)

•   If you are bringing your own bike

•   If your bike is in a bike box (either cardboard or
hard-case) and whether you need us to store the box
for you during the Tour

•   If you are driving to the trip start with your bike and
have no box, please indicate that.

Boxing Your Bike for Shipping/Transport

Bike boxes can be readily obtained from any local bike
shop. These larger boxes will help you avoid disassembling
your bike more than necessary. Most shops will box your
bike for a fee. If you will be disassembling and packing your
own bike, please review the suggested steps below. Note
that you are responsible for reassembling your bike before
the trip starts.

1. Pad all frame tubes using packing material (available at
bike shops and moving stores) or foam pipe insulation
(available at most hardware stores).

2. Remove the front wheel, then remove the front wheel's
quick-release skewer and tape it to a spoke on the front
wheel for safekeeping. Place a fork support (available at
bike shops) in the front dropouts.

3. Remove the pedals. The right-side (drive-side) pedal
unscrews from the right crank arm counterclockwise,
while the left-side pedal unscrews from the left crank arm
clockwise. When you remove the pedals, note that they
are marked with an "L" or an "R," usually on the end of the
spindle. (This is obviously important for reinstalling the
pedals.)

4. Place the pedals in a small box or bag to be packed
along with the bike in the larger box.

5. Remove the stem from the frame. The handlebar and
stem can be removed as a unit; the cables likely can
remain connected. Tie, strap or zip-tie the handlebar to
the left side of the bike's top tube in such a way that the
stem hangs below the top tube.

6. Tie, strap or zip-tie the front wheel to the left side of
the bike in such a way that the left crank arm fits between
the front wheel's spokes when the crank arm is resting
parallel to the floor.

7. Remove the seat/seatpost. Before removing the post,
mark its height with a piece of tape. This step makes it
easy to refit your bike when building it back up.

8. The bike is now ready to be packed into its box. First,
place the box with the pedals inside the box; then pack
the bike and seat/seatpost. (The seat/seatpost usually
fits nicely in one of the corners.)

9. Tape the box closed securely with packing tape. Write
"Fragile" and "Up" (with accurate arrows) on the box using
a thick marker. Clearly write your name, address, phone
number and destination, as well as "Tour DaVita" and start
date.

Insurance

If you are shipping or transporting your own bike to the
Tour, it's important to verify that there is coverage for
your bike under your homeowner's or renter's insurance
policy. 
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SUGGESTED PACKING LIST

LUGGAGE REMINDERS
Please limit your luggage to one medium-sized

suitcase (we recommend 25”–28”, preferably not
hard case) and one small carry-on bag. Be sure to
mark your luggage with your contact information.

Essent i a l

Travel Items

Biking Clothing & Gear

Rain Gear & Cold Weather Clothing

Non-Active Clothing & Gear

Opt iona l
Wallet (credit cards, bank cards & ID)□ 
Cash for incidentals□ 
Airline tickets/e-ticket confirmation details□ 
Sealable, quart-size plastic bags for stowing
small liquid containers, swimsuit, etc.

□ 

Toiletries (including sunscreen & lip ointment)□ 
Medications & copies of prescriptions□ 
List of important addresses & contact numbers□ 

Biking shoes (& pedals) or stiff-soled sneakers□ 
Biking socks□ 
Biking shorts (preferably with padding/chamois)□ 
Short-sleeved biking jerseys□ 
Non-cotton base layers of varying weights□ 
Short-fingered biking gloves□ 
Sunglasses (with retention strap)□ 
Lightweight biking jacket or vest□ 

You may not need all of the items listed here, but
they are necessary to stay comfortable in case of
rain or unseasonably cold weather.

Waterproof (breathable) rain jacket & pants□ 
Arm & knee/leg warmers (for biking)□ 
Toe covers/booties (worn over bike shoes)□ 

Waterproof/water-resistant warm gloves□ 
Lightweight, but warm, cap that fits under
helmet (skullcap) or headband that covers ears

□ 

Clothing & shoes for downtime around camp□ 
Small pillow/camping pillow□ 
Quick-dry/chamois towels□ 
Soap (biodegradable)□ 
Headlamp/small flashlight and batteries□ 
Lightweight jacket (like fleece) or warm sweater□ 
Warm hat□ 

Backroads provides water bottles.

Hat with brim□ 
Camera & charger□ 
Cell phone & charger□ 
Alarm clock□ 
Helmet and/or saddle (if you prefer your own)□ 
Bike mirror and/or flashing daytime bike lights□ 
Clear glasses/replaceable lenses for rainy days□ 
Sport sandals and/or flip-flops□ 
Reading material□ 
Earplugs□ 
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